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Earth
2011

Director of Inky Cuttlefish Studios, with an MA Printmaking from Camberwell College of 
Art, and BA Fine Art (Hons) from University of Kwa Zulu-Natal. Alcock lives and works in 
London as a fine art printmaker, and facilitator for community arts' engagement projects. 
The work she will be showing in this exhibition is inspired by the Cycladic nature of the 
Olympics, the global phenomenon and resulting celebration that lasts so briefly every 
four years.

Woodcut, unique

anna alcock

the runner
2012

Lidija Antanasijevic works with a range of personal, sociological and psychological 
contexts in her art. By combining a variety of traditional and more modern techniques, 
she employs printmaking medium as a language to express her perceptions and feelings 
of a cross cultural migrant and an artist creatively spaced 'in between'. Lidija obtained 
both her BA (1988) and MA (1991) in printmaking at the Faculty of Fine Arts in Belgrade 
before she moved to London (1991).

Linocut and video projection, edition of five

Lidija antanasijevic



stratford skid scale
2012

To compete in the Olympics, athletes undergo years of rigorous training, early mornings 
and general self-abuse. The Olympic barometer either elevates an athlete to the status of 
hero or condemns them to the knackers yard. Under such pressure one can only wonder, 
what happens in their pants? 'Stratford Skid Scale' takes inspiration from the Bristol Stool 
Chart to bring you coverage from the undercarriage of the Olympics.

Screenprint, edition of fifty

helen ashton

rider
2012

Elizabeth Barton graduated in Fine Art in 1982 from Otago in New Zealand, majoring 
in printmaking, and travelled to London in 1985 where she worked as an artist and 
illustrator in publishing. She has been a member of ELP since 2009, and is also a member 
of the Society of Graphic Fine Art, where she has won an award for Best Original Print. 
Her work is in private collections around the world.

Photo-etching, edition of nineteen

Elizabeth Barton



run Off 
(Detail) 2012

Jacki Baxter's linocuts reference classical and contemporary urban textures using the 
symbolic vessel as a constant throughout history.

Etched lino and stencils, edition of five

Jacki Baxter

OP Construction 6
2012

Alison Bernal studied at Middlesex Polytechnic, Goldsmiths College and latterly at 
Morley College. She lives and works in East London. The work on show here is based 
on imagery from the buildings on the Olympic site as they were constructed and show 
the underlying skeletal forms. The plastic plates used allow for a mixture of drypoint and 
intaglio methods and show glimpses through the sections of steel and concrete.

Drypoint and etching, edition of ten

alison Bernal



three
2011

This multilayered screenprint is based on one of Lynne's many photographs of the 
progression of the construction work in the Stratford area. Lynne has been recording the 
building of the Olympic Village and the changes in the surrounding area since around 
2008. The image is produced from the digital manipulation of a photograph of an 
apartment block in Stratford under construction in 2008.

Screenprint, edition of ten

Lynne Blackburn

60 seconds : 2
2012

Agility, strength, grace, energy: The Athlete. The image is based on a 60-second pose by 
a life model. The speed of drawing aims to reduce the prejudgements of ego and style. 
The four images in the series are reduction lino-cuts. The colours are cut in sequence from 
a single block. The process progressively reduces and finally destroys the block.

Reduction linocut, edition of ten

Jenny Blanchard



in anticipation of the Olympics?
2012

Rory is a town planner, economist and printmaker and his work explores themes including 
the political and social drivers behind our landscapes and cities. 'In Anticipation of the 
Olympics?' reflects on the changing London skyline of recent years and asks whether the 
Olympics has contributed to the wider development and regeneration given as one of 
the justifications for the event. Rory is the founder member and first chair of East London 
Printmakers.

Screenprint, edition of ten

rory Brooke

training nature
2012

Victoria Browne draws on public special collections to appropriate material research. 
She applies traditional and innovative print techniques to develop temporary installations. 
'Training Nature' is a new suite of prints, site specific to the domestic environment of 
'printroom at home'. Her vivid topiary formations allude to a darker desire for manipulation 
and control. As the founder of KALEID editions, Browne's practice extends to artists' 
books and in 2011 she received the Birgit Skiöld Memorial Trust Award.

Reduction relief, edition of twelve

Victoria Browne



Jump
2012

Belinda Chen is an illustrator and printmaker based in London. She graduated from 
Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design and specialises in illustration. Her work 
is inspired by childhood memories and she strives to create a dreamlike utopia.

Screenprint, edition of twelve

Belinda Chen

Job seekers
2012

Chris is an artist, architect and teacher. His mixed media art projects over the last twenty 
five years have ranged from painting and sculpture to video installation, and in the last 
eight years printmaking and artist's books. At the heart of this preoccupation is the 
obsessive activity of drawing as visual diary‚ largely inspired by dreams. He is interested 
in the moments when a print begins to become something else and redefines the medium 
by the use of inventive techniques.

Drypoint, edition of twelve

Chris Christodoulou



First Greek Lesson 
(Detail) 2012

The text (know yourself) is taken from the temple at Delphi, and sets the hardest test 
of all.

Screenprint, edition of three

Liz Collini

Between Circles
2012

Five athletes are running, like the five continents on Earth. Olympics represent the global 
vision about how the world shouldn't be: a world with eternal winners, eternal losers 
alongside eternal mediocrity. Fourteen big corporations are sponsoring the event. 
Fourteen dark stories to be told. Fourteen ways to express hypocrisy and deception 
behind the curtain wall. The audience is invited to read the canvas carefully, truth can be 
found easily between the lines.

Screenprint and mixed media, unique

Fabio Coruzzi



Olympic site in Construction iii
2010

Anne Desmet RA exhibits widely, has won thirty awards and has works in public collections 
worldwide including the British Museum and the V&A. Her first retrospective was at the 
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford (1998), her second at the Whitworth, Manchester (2008). 
Author of Primary Prints and co-author of Handmade Prints (A&C Black), she is editor of 
Printmaking Today magazine. Her latest exhibition of prints and collages charting the 
London Olympic site's development is currently touring the UK.

Wood engraving and stencil, edition of fifty

anne Desmet ra

Line Up
2012

Steve Edwards has always been drawn to the male physique, and has represented it in 
many shapes and forms. He believes the Olympic event which best displays the male 
body is diving. As Steve says, "The athletes still wear aerodynamic, body-hugging trunks, 
which enable the viewer to admire, not just the awe-inspiring control and achievement of 
the discipline, but the beauty and strength of the body as it performs."

Woodcut, variable edition

steve Edwards



La Joie
2012

Lydie is French and studied at Camberwell College of Art. She obtained a Masters Degree 
in Printmaking in 2003 and has since exhibited regularly in London. Her spontaneous 
abstract work hopes to awaken the senses through conveying feelings and emotions. She 
mixes colours, shapes and textures together to transport her audience into her world.

Screenprint and gold leaf, edition of four

Lydie Gallais

Left
2012

Left = departed from, remaining

Concrete, variable edition of fifteen

Katy Goutefangea



Little Miss Perfect
2012

Dawes Gray lives and works above a bookie's in North London. In 2011 she launched 
the small independent press Rank Outsider, which editions prints and books for artists 
and writers. Gray's etching, 'Little Miss Perfect' pays homage to her teenage idol the 
Romanian gymnast and star, Nadia Comaneci. Aged 14, Comaneci was the first gymnast 
to be awarded a perfect 10.

Etching, edition of ten

Dawes Gray

ways of the 
world 3

2010

'Ways of the world' shows the phenomena of crowds. When people flock together 
because of an attention grabbing happening they melt into one unified body. Submerged 
in the energy of this crowd body we feel partly freed from social constraints and with 
the collective attention being directed elsewhere it excites us to act publicly as if we are 
invisible. Rembrandt portrayed this in his wonderful drawing 'John the Baptist preaching' 
which inspired these prints.

Etching and aquatint, edition of thirty

Marcelle hanselaar



Oratorical 
Olympics
2012

Pamela is an artist and printmaker living in Islington. She exhibits regularly in London 
and her recent work is inspired by city landscapes. 'Oratorical Olympics' shows the 
occupation outside St Paul's cathedral in 2011. In the same city space as the London 
Olympics, another ancient Greek tradition of civilized and democratic debate is 
underway in a public forum. And as in the spirit of the ancient Olympics, the Occupy 
London participants are not professional and so are true Olympians.

Screenprint and mixed media, variable edition of ten

Pamela hare

investigating Flight
(Detail) 2011

'Investigating Flight' is a sequence of twenty-seven photos taken of artist Wuon-Gean 
Ho by photographer Paul Weaver. The images refer to Muybridge's research into 
"unsupported transit"; they record a pattern of potential yet fanciful human biomechanics 
and how such movement would work as an Olympic sport.

Photograph, edition of fifty

wuon-Gean ho



stadium 2012
2012

Photographs are used to document events in our lives. Taking an iconic symbol of the 2012 
Games, Claire Hynds has subverted this typical function of photography and presented an 
image stripped of its memorable qualities. The very fabric of the photograph is removed, 
the colour, detail, clarity, until what remains seems unreal, intangible, a moment half 
remembered. This mimicking of the pixel poses an ironic comment on the way most 
Londoners will experience the Olympics.

Etching, edition of twenty-five

Claire hynds

Dynamics
2012

Amanda Idowu was born in London. Her work focuses on the exploration of abstract 
forms in relief printing, and the use of colour to evoke feeling and association with 
the mystical and the imaginary - a world without limits. She specialises in collagraph 
printmaking and its crossover with painting and sculpture. Her work 'Dynamics' is centred 
on motion and the energy it creates.

Collagraph, edition of ten

amanda idowu



Olympia
2012

We are presented with the visual pleasure of play and beauty. On second viewing the 
idyll unfolds, and what we are seeing are in fact images referencing the 1936 Olympic 
games in Berlin. Renata's critical re-enactment, and the aftermath of historic events, 
questions the underlying relations between sports and politics.

Screenprint (one of triptych), edition of fifteen

renata Kudlacek

Morning swim
2012

Jane's work is about looking at and responding to her visual environment. It has been said 
that all landscape art is autobiographical, a sentiment with which she tends to concur. 
This piece is a tribute, a gesture of affection, for her father. He will be eighty-nine this 
summer, and has swum nearly every morning of his life, and there is something about this 
personal challenge that chimes with the traditional Olympic spirit - the persistence, the 
individual striving - an "everyman".

Etching, edition of five

Jane Lacy hodge



Pool i
2006

LUCE was born in Hasselt, Belgium. In 1975 she moved to Paris, where she has worked 
in several prestigious print studios. Since 2006 she has lived between Paris and London. 
LUCE has exhibited widely. Her work is represented in many public collections including 
the V&A. She has made a series of monotypes inspired by the experience of swimming: 
a silent world of intimacy, a symbol of introspection.

Monotype, unique

 Luce

Olympic series
african americans

2012

Julia McNeal has been making print-on-clay works since 1994. Using various print 
techniques - silkscreen, etching, drypoint, as well as plaster moulds‚ she transfers 
texts, and more recently drawings, onto raw clay. Sources of inspiration include news, 
newspapers, posters  and sports photography. For this project, the Greek vases in the British 
Museum, the Time Out book on Olympic history and internet archives‚ especially about  
African-American athletes‚ have all been important.

Ceramic monoprint, unique

Julia Mcneal



ZinG
2012

Lyn Melville-James is a printmaker based in North London. She is a graduate of 
Camberwell College who embraces all forms of printmaking. 'ZING' is a sequence of 
six litho monotypes on Tosi Shi paper which centre on the impact of colour on colour to 
create visual energy

Litho monotype, unique

Lyn Melville-James

London Olympic View
2012

Martin Mossop is an artist printmaker based in North East London. His etching was made 
from a series of studies taken from a Hackney tower block. The image examines the way 
the Olympic site has emerged from between the new commercial business centres and 
the traditional residential dwellings of the city.

Photopolymer gravure, edition of ten

Martin Mossop



in perpetuity: 
the just city
2012

Frances Murray exhibits widely with work in private and corporate collections in the UK, 
New York, the Middle East and Japan. She recently won the Best Contemporary Award 
at the Works on Paper 2012. In this diptych she draws on found objects from the Olympic 
edge, stand-ins for displacement and ways of seeing: evoking tribute to the gardeners 
whose allotments were given "in perpetuity" one hundred years ago and now replaced 
by a walkway underpinned with toxic material.

Frottage monoprint diptych, unique

Frances Murray

Gold Dreams
2012

Louiz's current work explores the interaction between positive and negative architectural 
space - how the cityscape is shaped by the skyline, how the sky is shaped by the 
buildings' outline, and how we move in those in-between spaces. In 'Gold Dreams' Louiz 
looks at London's changing skyline with it's new Olympic structures, creating another 
interpretation of the Games. Little people are venturing out to the edge of their horizon 
where only the sky is the limit.

Screenprint with embossed etching and paper-cut, edition of twenty

Louiz Kirkebjerg nielsen



training for the Marathon
2012

Ann Norfield's 'Training for the Marathon' shows Ancient Greek runners training in the 
streets and parks of modern London. These monoprints with carborundum and silkscreen 
show the most democratic of sports in a variety of locations. Runners can be anyone, 
anytime, anywhere.

Monoprint with carborundum and screenprint, unique

ann norfield

Lines Exploring space
2012

This artist's book installation explores horizontal, vertical and diagonal trajectories taken 
before, during and after the Olympic & Paralympic Games. Sumi Perera, of SuperPress  
EDITIONS, is a member of the Royal Society of Painter-Printmakers, 62 Group of Textile 
artists and the Society of Designer Craftsmen. She exhibits and has won several prizes 
and awards internationally, and has work held in public and private collections including 
the Tate Britain, V&A Museum, and the Yale Centre for British Art.

Kiln-fired screenprint on ceramics and mixed media, edition of ten

sumi Perera rE



Bow Backs
(Detail) 2012

The artist is currently interested in images of what remains in east London of the industrial 
working class after redevelopment, as in Docklands and the Olympic site. The Bow Back 
Rivers have served the local community in different ways for centuries. She wonders if this 
new development will do the same.

Photo-etching, edition of five

helen Powles

Motor imagery
2012

Lithuanian born artist, Aiste Ramunaite's approach to printmaking is influenced by Fluxus 
Art. She graduated from Vilnius Academy of Arts in 1992. Her works have been exhibited 
in galleries worldwide. The assemblage of thirty-six prints 'Motor Imagery' is nostalgic 
like fiction. The kinesiology control of the human frame in space commemorating the last 
time Olympic medals were entirely made of gold in 1912.

Linocut and cardboard relief, edition of twelve

aiste ramunaite



white Elephant
2012

1980, the cold war. USSR invades Afghanistan, US boycotts Olympics. Mugabe sweeps 
to power, Rhodesia dies, Zimbabwe is born. The hockey team have thirty-five days notice 
to prepare for the Olympics. The all-white team are undefeated and win the gold. A white 
elephant.

Screenprint, unique

Peter rapp

arc of a Diver
2012

Margaret Roberts makes prints, layered 
printed paper sculptures, paintings and 
portraits. Her work features natural 
forms, contrasting textures, layering, 
mixing of materials and movement. She 
has a large collection of Japanese hand 
made paper, and is inspired by modern 
Japanese design. 'Arc of a Diver' shows 
grace in motion.Collagraph

Margaret roberts



the Londoners' Olympics
2012

Based in Hackney, London, Richard Roberts specialises in screenprinting. He likes to 
incorporate traditional printmaking techniques with digital-imaging processes. As well as 
being part of East London Printmakers, he is a member of Greenwich Printmakers, works 
as a printmaking tutor at the University of Bedfordshire and runs his own studio. With 
'The Londoners' Olympics', Richard Roberts uses the traditional form of the independently 
printed pamphlet to take a wry look at the Olympics in London.

Screenprint, edition of one hundred

richard roberts

Dancing Mascots
2012

Seeing them stacked up neatly on the shelves of the Olympic souvenir shops, one would 
never guess what a brilliant and versatile pair of dancers Wenlock and Mandeville 
actually are. Katja Rosenberg curates group exhibitions about emotional and cultural 
identity under the name 'Art Catcher'. Refer to the website for past, current and planned 
projects.

Monoprint, variable edition of fifty

Katja rosenberg



regarding 
Formalist Concerns
2012

Dolores de Sade is a graduate of The Royal College of Art. Dolores has had solo shows 
in London and Kent, as well as group shows across the UK, and internationally. She was 
recently awarded the Royal Academy British Institution Award and the Graduate Royal 
Etcher Award. Dolores de Sade's work is primarily focused on the landscape and its 
depiction. Looking at possible portrayals of an event, place or object, her work explores 
the temporal nature of such states of being.

Etching, edition of twenty

Dolores de sade

trap for women n.2
2011

Lucia Sapienza was art curator of the artist's book at the Catania Archive. In 2006, 
she gained a degree in Graphic Arts, and was appointed Assistant Professor at the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Catania. In 2010 she gained an MBA from the University of 
Rome Tor Vergata for text analysis. A versatile artist, she uses various mediums ranging 
from engraving to photography and installations.

Drypoint, edition of ten

Lucia sapienza



Blue trajectory
2012

Ian Scaife's screenprints use bold, strong shapes made from paper stencils to explore 
the interaction between shape and colour. He is fascinated, and often inspired, by the 
synthetic hues found in modern materials, and by the forms of manufactured objects. The 
work shown here references the language of sports graphics to evoke the motion of an 
athlete.

Screenprint, edition of eight

ian scaife

into Flight
2011

Dena Schuckit is a painter and printmaker living in London. Previously, she was a master 
printer at Crown Point Press in California. Her etching 'Into Flight' portrays concentrated 
physical output as a surge of kinetic energy exploding into mass.

Etching and chine collé, edition of twenty

Dena schuckit



Going for 
Gold
2012

'Going for Gold' is shown alongside 'Olympic Games'.

Silkscreen, open edition

Linda simmonds

Girl swimming 1
2008

Ivy Smith is a painter and printmaker whose main subject is people. She is interested in 
the dynamic relationships made by unconsidered movements and interactions. Sports are 
particularly rich in these expressive possibilities, and swimmers have been the subject of 
three large paintings (all now in public collections) and of original prints. She exhibits 
widely and has work in many public collections including the National Portrait Gallery, 
Graves Art Gallery and the Sheffield and Norwich Castle Museum.

Linocut, edition of fifty

ivy smith



Practising on the Olympic Velodrome roof
2012

Nicola gained a BA in Fine Art, specialising in Printmaking, at Winchester School of 
Art, and an MA degree from Brighton University. Her artwork has sold to various clients 
including those in the media. The fingerprint, part of a series, is a representation of the 
artist at the scene of iconic locations. In this print it takes part in a celebrated global event 
as a trainee cyclist at the Olympic Velodrome.

Screenprint, edition of thirty

nicola styan

Daniel Crouching
2012

Pyschotherapist and artist who works in London.

Screenprint 

Judith symons



seventh 
Encounter ii

Jasia Szerszynska's work has been shown widely in exhibitions in London, Japan, and 
more recently, in New York. Her work is in public and private collections including 
Manchester City Art Gallery, British Council Japan, Courtaulds PLC, Curwen Studio 
Archive and Bank of England. 'The Encounters' shown in this exhibition are part of series 
of nine lithographs. Some of the images are calm and contained and others have a 
tension and energy.

Lithograph, edition of fifty

Jasia szerszynska

Play!
 (Detail) 2012

Catherine Walsh is a community art workshop teacher with an MA in art education. 
She likes using bright colours, print and stitch in her artwork to express emotions and 
meditations. 'Play!' was made using screenprinting, block printing and embroidery on 
fabric. It is a playful picture depicting monkeys on bmx bikes, riding on the back of a 
snake.

Mixed media, unique

Catherine walsh



Deep End
2012

Caroline Whitehead has a BFA from the Ruskin School of Drawing, Oxford and an MA 
in narrative illustration from Brighton. After ten years in Norway, Caroline returned to 
London in 2007 and joined ELP. Alongside printmaking, Caroline has published picture 
books as Caroline Glicksman, including Eric the Red and Big Black Dog. Two of her 
artist's books are held by the V&A. Her prints for Printathon draw on her early memories 
of participation in sport.

Multi-plate relief, edition of twenty

Caroline whitehead

Olympic Circle 
- yellow

2012

The famous Olympic symbol of five interlocking rings, conceived by Pierre de Coubertin 
in 1913, is generally interpreted as the five continents of the world united in Olympic 
competition. The colours on the rings - blue, yellow, black, green and red - represent those 
found on the flags of all nations.

Carborundum and monoprint, variable edition of three

Janet wilson
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East London Printmakers is a group of artists based in London Fields, Hackney. The  
collective attracts a broad membership of recent graduates, experienced tutors, 
professional artists and designers, and all work with print as a contemporary medium. 

The co-operative runs a spacious and modern printmaking studio to provide open access 
facilities and workshops for the local community. It also organises exhibitions and events 
for the benefit of its members, most recently at the Freud Museum London, Space Studios 
Hackney and the V&A Museum of Childhood. 
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